
SONASIA CLUB APPLICABLE CONDITIONS

Below is the details of the Sonasia Club advantages and the

applicable conditions to fullfil in order to be entilted to these

benefits.
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Every longstanding customer benefit from a free dinner (with a value of 40

USD) in one of our partner restaurant for his next trip with Sonasia Holiday.

This special offer also applies to the person(s) traveling with him/her.

Space gathering all Sonasia Holiday longstanding customers, whether or

not they hold a membership card. 

Each individual who already bought and made a tour with Sonasia holiday,

no matter the duration 

Each longstanding customer who recommend Sonasia Holiday services to

a third party or a group of travelers

Group composed of at least two individuals buying a tour with Sonasia

Holiday whose duration is at least of 4 days

Each individual or group of travelers who travel with Sonasia Holiday on

the recommendation of a longstanding customer 

a.    Sonasia Club

2.   SONASIA CLUB ADVANTAGES

b.    Longstanding customer

d.    Group of travelers

a.    Advantage for longstanding customers

1.   DEFINITIONS

c.    Sponsor

e.    Sponsored party
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Every sponsor will receiv່e a credit (amount in USD) to be spent on his/her

next trip with Sonasia Holiday according to the size of the sponsored party

and the duration of the tour chosen by the sponsored party : 

b.    Advantage for sponsor

Tour duration

30

50

70

Sponsored party size 

1 to 4 person(s)

5 to 9 person(s)

10 persons and up

4 to 9 days 10 to 15 days 16 days and up

50

70

90

70

90

110
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c.    Advantage for sponsored party

Each individual or group of travelers who buy a tour with Sonasia Holiday

whose duration is at least of 4 days and on the recommendation of a

longstanding customer will benefit from a 5% discount on the total tour

price.

3.   GENERAL APPLICABLE CONDITIONS

Unless explicitly stated, the Sonasia Club advantages cannot be combined with

other promotional offers.
 

To benefit from the Sonasia Club advantages, all trips should be for a touristic

purpose only. It should not be a business, humanitarian or voluntary trip.
 



5.   SPECIFIC APPLICABLE CONDITIONS TO SPONSORED PARTY

The 5 % discount for sponsored party applies only if the chosen tour duration is

at least of 4 days. 

 

4.   SPECIFIC APPLICABLE CONDITIONS TO SPONSOR

The amount of the credit given at point 2.b to the sponsor is computed by

sponsored group of travelers. The credit is given to the sponsor in the form of a

reduction deductible from his/her next trip total price. The sponsor will not be

given any credit if the tour chosen by the sponsored party is less than 4 days. 
 

This credit is named and cumulative over time but not convertible into cash. The

use of credit by the sponsor is only possible for chosen tours whose duration is at

least of 4 days. The transfer of the credit to a third party is possible, subject to a

prior consent from Sonasia Holiday. 
 

The credit can be added up with the free dinner as longstanding customer.

Sonasia Holiday reserves the right to adjust Sonasia Club advantages at any time

by sending prior notice to beneficiaries. These adjustments are not retroactive.
 

Sonasia Holiday reserves the right to put an end to the Sonasia Club by

complying to a 3-month advance notice. The advantages acquired previously to

the Club ending date are retained.
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To enjoy the Sonasia Club benefits, each sponsored party should provide the

name and contact details of its sponsor from the beginning of his/her

communication with our travel consultant. The sponsorship is validated by

Sonasia Holiday only if it is confirmed by the sponsor. 
 

A sponsored party can be recommended only by one sponsor at a time.

 



What our clients said...Our Destinations

Our tour collection

Check out the detailed travel guide for our 5 main

destinations following the link inserted in the flag

of each country below. Do not hesitate to

CONTACT US if you need any further support

Have a look at the different travel guides that

recommended us as well as our existing

customers reviews.
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